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ANNEX 1

The following documents will be referred to as references

in this attachment!

A • Motorandell• Chief I et R to DD/P dated 2 October 19531
subject *Survey of Domestic Operations Base OW of
SR Project LUMP

B. Attachment to reference "As entitled neoniansioas

and Ricommendetionse

C. The full report 11 3urre7 of Domestic Operations Base
( DOB) of SR, Project ABAGRB1 , completed 2 October 1953-

ORAdmin reply to GAO/Deputy Director (Plans)
dated 9 January 190* subject 'Audit Report of Proj eat
ABMS*, copy attached.

DECLASSIFIED AND RELEASED BY
CENTRAL I NTELLIGENCE AGENCY
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Ref. 8. Page 21 pars a. & b.

Recommendation:

ua. "The establishment of a. DOB for the purpose of training
in the United States or "black* agents for the REDSOX program onl
be approved. This means the relattrely longterm training of 9..1‘Ca
agents who will be brought into the United States "black*, trained
under completely controlled conditions "black*, and dispatched to
target area "black*.

b. DOB immediately cease the treni ng in DOB of REDSKIN
principal agent personnel.

Dissent on Recommendation:

SR dissent on these recommendations is based on their over-
severity. Nbile the recommendations are accepted as general policy,
operational and security considerations will on occasion necessitate
utilisation of the :watts of LOB for other purposes; than only "the
training of 'black' agents for the REDSOX program". This will be
limited however to direct support of the =SOX program and any other
training which cannot be properly provided for by OTR.

Any exceptions to the above such as the use of safehouses,
safehousekeepers, vehicles, personnel for special SR Division projects,
e.g. debriefing, mill be specifically approved by C/SR and the Senior
Staffs as appropriate. All such exceptions will necessarily be based
on maximum efficient use of SR Division assets and will not be allowed
to detract from the capability of DOB to train REDSOX penetration
agents.

SR Division requirements for REDSKIN training will be levied
on OTR through DOB for coordination and liaison purposes. DOB training
support for SR REDSKIN projects will be provided only in these areas
where OTR is net able to provide this support.
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Ref. B. Page 3 0 pare II fe,

Recommendationt

n DOB establish direct liaison uith rQVe15, the research
element of DP to obtain guidance on research already in existence
of possible use to DOI and to secure appropriate research titles to
be assigned the covert associates under OM direction during slack
periods."

Disaent on Reectmendation

A dissent to this reccmcondaticn mea mark by c/sa to DM,
en 2 November 1953 an the grounds of jurisdiction. It yes felt that
DOB as a field unit of the 3R Division should maintain its channel
to am/as through 3A/6 (intelligence Support) and not direct. This
dissent has been approved by Chief, I & R4
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Ref. B. Page 3, pare II.

decommendation:

o ehile recognizing and accepting the prezent policy of using
ndlitary personnel on tours of duty in SR, the i'ffice of the Chief of
003 be held by a Senior Career Agency case officer to maintain contin-
uity of Agency purpose and objectivi0

assent on aecommendationt

att dissent is based on the lack of any pertinent findings or
conclusions to support such a recommendation.

Past and present Chiefs of the Domestic iperations Base have
been chosen not because of their military status but because of their
°nullification* for directing the training of agents for clandestine
operations directed against the USSR.

The military, because of the Aree 4 year course in Russian
Area Specialisation the Navy language school, the attache system and
the extensive training experience of most mili tary officers, represents
a aource of personnel uniquely qualified for such activities as rrn.

While 3R has devoted considerable effort, time and money to
the training of its own career personnel, it is partioularly-diffionit
to provide an individual with the benefits and experience of living
with and dealing with the peoples of the MR without making such =per-
ience first hand knowledge. CIA is not able to assign its personnel to
the uasa and must rely for such qualifying experience on the less inti-
mate And lees frequent contact with Russian peoples 'stitch is possible
in the peripheral areas and countries wthere 3oviet itstallatiens are
maintained.

While it is possible that a properly qualified agency career
officer can be made available in the future for the post of Chief, Dm,
such a recommandatien as is made Above cannot- be accepted as a policy
for implementation under- the circumstaoces that exist today.
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Ref. B. Page 4, pars i.

Recommendation:

"The Soviet Area Orientation Section be transferred to the
Office of Training. This latter office will assume complete responsi-
bility for the training of language ease officer personnel which - is in
keeping with their charter. The post training of case officers in
Soviet realities shall be under the supervision of Training with what-
ever assistance DOB may contribute in its knowledge of SR requirements.
The Soviet Area Orientation Section, while conceived in good faith "to
professionelise" a language case officer after his course in a language
school, represents an extension of, even though approved by, Training.
The present training program at Georgetown adAittedly is not satisfactory.
SR requirements in light of its needs have not been made available to
Traini ng. Until now, Training has not established an in..service language
training program which meets the requirements of the SR Division."

Note of Explanation:

While no dissent is made to this recommendation, it is con-
sidered necessary to offer an explanation of the present status of the
program.

Several discuesions have taken place with the Office of
Training, with the I & R Staff and with the Inspector General in an
effort to work out satisfactorily the participation of OTR in this
endeavor.

Approval by OTR and the Inspector General was given in March
1954 to continuance of SOP under the SR Division until such time as
OTR has the properly qualified personnel and facilities to take it over.

Under the approval thereby obtained, SR expects to offer the
first 3 h months course of the program in the fall of 1954.
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lief. B. Page 5 1 pars

Recommedatient

."Section V, Present Staff, sub-section, Contract EMployees
(Covert Associates), paragraphs 51 6, 7, 8:

That covert emaciates under contract to other elements of
the Agency not be intereingledmith personnel under contract to DOB
or housed in the same facility for any purpose.

That additional covert associates presently assigned to
CSOB or any of its complexes such as NTS not be transferred to DOB
until complete inquiry is made concerning recent HIS penetrations,
and then only by specific juatitication for additional slots through
the usual project procedure.'

Dissent on aecommodation

A dissent is registered only to that part concerning justi.
fication for additional Slots for RTS covert associates on the grounds
of an error in conclusion.

NTS covert associates or trainees will not be brought into
a DOB training area until security, nanagement and operational problems
have been settled with the NTS by SR and co.ordinated with FI/sTC.

Once such problems have been solved hoverer, NTS Covert Asso-
ciates may be brought into a DOB training site but will not be hired
under authorized DOB slots for such personnel. The NT$ protocol with
the Agency does not permit employment or contracting by the Agency of
an NTS agent trainee or an NTS covert associate. These personnel will
be paid by NTS out of the overall Agency subsidy funds. Thus no addi-
tional DOB slots will be necessary to effect transfer to a DOB site.
DOB control of its trai ning activities is in conflict with the clear
sovereignty of NTS in its joint endeavor with the Agency established
by the Protocol of Dmmedxn,1952.,

It should he noted nevertheless that while NTS personnel
may have contact with certain DOB contract instructors at the safe-
house reserved for NTS, they will not be given access to the safe office
where all DOB contract instructors are housed and where agent training
material for other projects is prepared. It is considered too cumber-
some and expensive however to fully compartment NTS instructors from
those under contract to DOD,	
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Ref. B. Page 5, Para e.

Recommendation:

"That BOB continue to use assets of the military for special-
ised training such as airborne, maritime, and survival training. There
should be mes-deatilisation between DOB and Training Division in order
that the latter is aware of the facilities that have been secured and
so may exploit them on an Agency...side basis. Further, Training Division
assets should be utilised wherever available. Facilities of the military
under no circumstances should be duplicated by either DOB or Training
Division."

Dissent on Recommendation

The principle of complete fertilisation between DOB and OTR
is accepted and is being followed but a dissent is made on the grounds
of impracticality to that part of the recanmendation covering exploit-
ation of BOB obtained facilities on an Agency wide basis by OM

It should be understood that what facilities BOB has been
able to obtain at military bases have been secured by informal prose-
dares, yet are official in nature. These are generally on a need-to-
know basis and do not lend themselves to a mass exploitation.

Considerable effort is devoted by BOB to maintenance of the
friendly and informal nature of these relationships. Greet care is also
exercised to avoid BOB becoming an administrative burden to the military
facilities involved in order to avoid the official Army procedures and
consequent red tape that wad then result. Up to this point the Agency
has not reimbursed the military for the considerable costs of this sup-
port. Uholesale•exploitation would conceivably make reimbureement an
issue.

Cover stories end ground rules furthermore have been estab-
lished by DOB specifically directed to the problems of handling and
training RED= personnel in the military areas involved. Experience
has shown that unless these MOISSUreS are enforced by BOB personal rep-
resentation, the security of the facilities for REDO' training becomes
immediately threatened.

In view therefore of these conditions use of DOB obtained
military facilities by other Agency units is limited by two factors:
the ability of DOB to supply proper supervisory personnel for the time
of use and the need to avoid official Army procedures.

IECRET
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ilaf. B. Page 61 pare f.
Ref. C. Page 32, pars 1.

3rommendationt

'That no firearms familiarisation or training be given at
any safehouse, but that all such training be given at military install-
ations.a

Dissent on itecommsodation

A dissent is made on the grounds of over...severity. The
distances involved are tee great to have all forms of weapons train-
ing take place at military sites and not safehousees Sedh exercises
as dry ran breathings aiming, squeesing and weapons stripping can
take place at .a safehouse with no detriment to Security.

The following security preeautions have however been taken
in this regards the firing of weapons by agents or case officers at
other than military sites is prohibited * and any weapons kept at safe-
houses are stored in safes and used only for the properly supervised
training of agents at areas of the aafehouse installation out of sight
of safehousekeepers or other unauthorised personnel.

C..1-\
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Ref. B. Page 6, pare f.
Ref. C. Page 321 pare f-1.

ReCemmendatie4;

That all weapons other than those used by the guard force
at the DOB be stored at those military installations used for firearms
training."

Dissent on Recommendation

As in the case of the preceding recommendation, a dissent is
registered on the basis of over,sseverity.

Weapons firing may take place at more than one military site
and the weapons may be used for field stripping and familiarisation
purposes at safehouses. DOB Headquarters is the central point for all
DOB activities and represents the most efficient and secure place for
permanent storage of most DOB weapons. To store all of them at a mil-
itary site would require a far greater amount of vehicle trips for

transport of weapons than DOB is capable of handling. Only roving
guard is provided at a military installation.

DOB weapons are of a great variety, of a specialised nature
and consequently quite valUable. A. greater need exists therefore for
tight control and security measures covering their handling and storage.
This can better be accomplished at DOB Headquarters where are located
the personnel necessary for the proper care of these firearms and where
exists a 24 hour guard of DOB personnel. Here also can be handled more
efficiently the anIcrilw and replacement of any defective mechanisms
or parts.
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Ref. B. Page 6 0 pars f.
Ref. C. Page 33, pars h-1.

Aecommendation:

That separate files be. maintained on each automobile'
assigned to the DOB in order that a Complete history of the security
experience with each vehicle-mill be available."

Dissent on Recommendation:

A dissent is made on the impracticality of this moommendation
as it is understood by SBA

An automobile cannot be handled security wise in the same
manner as a safehouse or an agent. DOB does not have sufficient vehicles
to permit the use of a vehicle on a one-time basis or for one training
unit only and cannot assign a permanent driver to each vehicle. The
identity of a vehicle likewise cannot be changed after exposure to DOB
installations or agents without excessive administrative manipulations.

If this reconmendation is interpreted to signify those security
experiences recorded with the publics such as police records, or publi-
city resulting from litigation proceedings or security flaps, DOB does
concur and is implementing the reconasendation as stated.

A further security measure has been taken in regard to DOB

vehicles be arranging to license them in the state where are located
the installations at which they are norWally'used.. This measure helps
to make the vehicles less conspicuous in the area of their normal use.
In event of security violation, registration license is chaaged



Ref. B. Page 6, pare f.
Ref. C. Page 39

Recommendation:

"That a safehouse be disposed of as soon as a dispatched
agent / who has been trained at that safehouse, reaches his target,
or whenever an agent trained at that safehouse becomes a disposal
case and is disposed of under uncontrolled conditions."

Dissent on Recommendation

A dissent on recommendation is made on the grounds of in.
practicality, DOB rents a mafehouse for no more than two years and
disposes of it when an agent who has been trained there is known to
have fallen into enemy hands or when the security record of the safe-
house or its former occupants indicates that any further operations
conducted there will be compromised.

Because however of sudden and unforeseeable demands for
safehouses which continue to arise, DOR cannot always dispose of a
property under the conditions recommended. Safehouses meeting DOB
requirements take several months to obtain and are difficult to find.
To follow the recommendation as stated, would unduly jeopardize the
ability of DOB to discharge the functions for which it was organized.



Ref. R. Page 6, pare f,
Ref. C. Page 40

Rof C. above makes a recommendation that a letter of
reprimand be directed to a former DOB staff officer. A dissent has
been registered by c/Aa in memorandum to CA I R which dissent was
concurred in by CAI and accepted by I& R.
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Ref, B. Page 6, pare f.
Ref. C. Page 42

Recommendation:

"In view of the present cover problems encountered because of
the foregoing conditions, plus the fact that personal automobiles of
DOB personnel entering the present DOB site present another security
problem; it is recommended that a change be made in the cover of the
DOB. In this regard, consideration should be given to locating the DOB
Headquarters in a government building housing Components of the Army.
Such an arrangement would remove many of the seourity problems of the .
DOB and its operations, particularly in view of the fact that the employees,
their personal automobiles, and the official vehicles would then be blended
in with other employees and vehicles of the Army installation utilized. If
such arrangements can be made, it is further recommended that the DOB be
placed in an Army building which does not house any Army component engaged
in intelligence activities,*

Dissent on Recommendation.

1. This dissent is made on the grounds that the facts and con-
clusions presented do not warrant the change recommended.

a. while it is admitted that many facets of the cover of DOB
headquarters are not ideal, it is also a feet that these deficiencies
have not resulted in identification of DOB headquarters as an Agency
installation to unauthorized persons. As long as this condition exists
the cover of DOB headquarters will be serving its main purpose.

b. This cover although only lightly backstopped has withstood
several potential security flaps in the past and is considered (hirable
enough to handle such future needs as can be anticipated.

c. The personal backstopedng afforded to individuals has been
adequate in all instances where the individual has acted properly and
made the exact nature of his needs known ahead of time. The factor of
pertenaleauteeobiies would still be present under another cover or another
location for DOB headquarters.

d. It le not considered feasible to change the DOB cover with-
out Changing its location and the location will not be changed until the
present one or the condition of its cover is considered to be jeopardizing
training operations. At such time, however; as a move becomes necessary,
consideration of cover will affect the choice of a new location and vice
versa.



Ref 3. Page 6, para. g. 1

Recommendation:

"That 	 1 former finance officer presently
assigned to °trier auties at DOB, be recalled from those duties and
assigned full-time to accounting for 113,277.31 still outstanding in
his name. If this accounting extends beyond a 30-day period, a status
report shall be made to I 4. R."

Dissent on Facts, Conclusions and Recommendation.

Wile a technical reply to this recommendation was furnished
in Reference DI pare la, the following dissent is made to the recommend-
ation based on its over-severity, omission of fact and conclusion.

From the wording of this recommendation the inference is made
that	 had been derelict in his duties by not properly
acco&iting for the funds charged to his name. This inference or con-
elusion is wholly erroneous and is not that believed drawn by/	 __I
at the time the audit of DOB was made. The following materiatliot in-
cluded in the full I 4cli report is offered in this connection.

L,had ftin fact submitted accountings for 1,142503,
of the amount in wes;lon, as early as October 1952. These accountings
were held by the Finance Division without audit and returned to DOB after
a six months period. It was learned informally that the area certifying
officer felt that an audit of these accountings would be unwise until the
AEACRX Administrative Plan had been approved.

At the time of tae AEACRZ auditL	 It the audit office
noting the previous action taken, suggested that MI accountings for
n19 /125.93 be returned in their existing state to the area certifying
officer for audit, despite the lack of an Administrative Plan. This
was in fact done within two weeks after the audit.

Of the balance of A1,851.38 for whichL	 was account-
able, $1,286.20 consisted of suspended accountings and 156 '5.18 was an
apparent shortage. Resubmission or write-off of the suspended accountings
was dependent on approval of the Administrative Plan and the apparent
shortage of A565.18 could not be reconciled until the accountings referred
to above had been fi nally audited and settled.

Thus while, in a technical sense, the Finance Division had not
finally settled on its books the amounts in question, and while it is ad-
mitted that these amounts were charged t 	 name, it is
also evident thatT	 -7 had on htii part compUei with his oblige-)tions to accoant. --That these accountings had not been finally settled
was due to the action of higher authority in returning the accountings to
DOB, for holdine until an AEACRE Administrative Plan had been approved.

- 13 -
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le. 3. Page 3 0 pare TI f.

Recommondationt

ti D03 establish direct liaison with WM, the research
element of DP to obtain guidance on research already in existence
of possible use to DOI and to secure appropriate research titlee to
be assigned the covert associates under 001 1 direetiom during slack
periods."

Diet on lecomendation

A dissent to this recommendation was made by ctia to Dp/P
an 2 November 1953 on the grounds of jurisdiction. It was felt that
DOB as a field unit of the 3R Division should maintain its channel
to MA/OIS through 54/61 (Tntellimmace Sup) and not direct. This
dissent has been approved by Chief, T R4

, SECRET
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Ref* B. Page 3, pare II. g.

Recommendation:

finhile recognizing and accepting the preeent nolicy of using
military personnel on tours of duty in SR, the Office of the Chief or
ay) be held by a Senior Career Agency case officer to maintain contin-
uity. of Agency purpose and objective*"

Dissent on aecommendation:

3R dissent is based on the lack of any pertinent findings or
conclusions to support such a recommendation.

Past and present Chiefs of the Domestic lperations Base have
been chosen not because of their military status but because or their
qualification* for directing the training of agents for clandestine
operations directed against the US3R.

The military, becanse of the Army L year course in ;tuemian
Area Specialization, the Navy language school, the attache systole and
the extensive training experience of most military officers, represents
a source of peraonnel uniquely qualified for euch activities as Inl.

Vnxile SR has devoted considerable effortt itime and money to
• the training of its awn career personnel, itie particularly difficult
to provide an individual with the benefits and experience of living
with and dealing with the peoples of the USSR without making such ex per-
ience first hand knowledge. CIA. is not able to assign ita personnel to
the USSR and must rely for such qualifying experience co the leas Intle
mate and less frequent contact with Russian peoples uhich is possible
in the peripheral =v44 and countries where 3oviet Installations are
maintained.

While it is possible that a properly qualified agency career
officer can be made available in the future for the post of Chief, DOI,
such a recommendation as is made above cannot be accepted as a policy
for implementation under the circumstances that exist today.

SECRET
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Ref. B. Page 4, pare i.

Recommendation:

"The Soviet Area Orientation Section be transferred to the
Office of Training. This latter office will assume complete responsi-
bility for the training of language case officer personnel which is in
keeping with their charter. The post training of case officers in
Soviet realities shall be under the supervision of Training with that-
ever assistance DOB may contribute in its knowledge of SR requirements.
The Soviet Area Orientation Section, while conceived in good faith "to
profesaionalise" a language ease officer after his course in a language
school, represents an extension of, even though approved by, Training.
The present traintse program at Georgetown adAittedly is not satisfactory.
SR requirements in light of its needs have not been made available to
Traini ng. Until now, Training has not established an in-service language
training program Which meets the requirements of the SR Division.

Note of Explanation:

While no dissent is made to this recommendation, it is con-
sidered necessary to offer an explanation of the present status of the
program.

Several discussions have taken place with the Office of
Training, with the I & R Staff and with the Inspector General in an
effort to work out satisfactorily the participation of OTR in this
endeavor.

Approval by OTR and the Inspector General was given in March
1954 to continuance of SOP under the SR Division until such time as
OTR has the properly qualified personnel and facilities to take it over.

Under the approval thereby obtained, SR expects to offer the
first 3 - 14 months course of the program in the fall of 195h.
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Ref. B. Page 5 1 Para a-

Recommeedationt

."Section V, Present Staff, sub-section, Contract Pmployees.
(Covert Associates), paragraphs 5, 6, 7, 8t

That covert associates under contract to other elements of
the Agency not be intermingled with personnel under contract to DOB
or housed in the same facility for any purpose.

That additional covert associates presently assigned to
CSOB or any of its complexes such as NTS not be transferred to DOB
until complete inquiry is made concerning recent NIS penetrations,
and then only by speeific justification for additional slots through
the usual project procedure."

Dissent on Nscommendatioe

A dissent is registered only to that part concerning
fication for additional slots for NTS covert associates on the grounds
of an error in coeclusion.

NTS covert associates or trainees will not be brought into
a DOB training area until security, management and operational problems
have been settled with the NS by SR and co-ordinated with FI/STC.

Once such problems have been solved however, NTS Covert Asso-
ciates may be brought into a DOB training site but sill not be hired
under authorised DOB slots for such personnel. The NTS protocol with
the Agency does not permit employment or contracting by the Agency of
an NS agent trainee or an NTS covert associate. These personnel will
be paid by NTS out of the overall Agency subsidy funds. Thus no addi-
tional DOWelots will be necessary to effect transfer to a DOS site.
DOB control of its training activities is in conflict with the clear
sovereignty of NTS in its joint endeavor with the Agency established
by the Protocol of December 1952*

It should be noted nevertheless that while NTS personnel
may have contact with certain DOB contract instructors at the safe-
house reserved for NS, they will net be given access to the safe office
where all DOB contract instructors are housed and where agent training
material for other projects is prepared* It is considered too cumber-
sons and expensive however to full/ empertment NTS instructors from
those under contract to DOlit.	
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Ref. B. Page 5, pare e.

Recommendation:

"That DOB continue to use assets of the military for special-
ised training such as airborne, maritime, and survival training. There
should be cross-fertilisation between DOB and Training Division in order
that the latter is aware of the facilities that have been secured and
so may exploit them on an Agency.wide basis. Further, Training Division
assets should be utilised wherever available. Facilities of the military
under no circumstances should be duplicated by either DOB or Training
Division."

Dissent on Becconsedation

The principle of complete fertilisation between DOB and OTR
is accepted and is being followed but a dissent is made on the grounds
of impracticality to that part of the recommendation covering exploit-
ation of DOB obtained facilities on an Agency vide basis by OTR.

It should be understood that what facilities DOB has been
able to obtain at military bases have been secured by informal proce-
dures, yet are official in nature. These are generally en a need-to-
know basis and do not lend themselves to a moss exploitation.

Considerable effort is devoted by DOB to maintenance of the
friendly and informal nature of these relationships. Great care is also
exercised to avoid DOB becoming an administrative burden to the military
facilities involved in order to avoid the official Army procedures and
consequent red tape that mould than result. Up to this point the Agency
has not reimbursed the military for the considerable oasts of this sup-
port. Wholesale exploitation would conceivably make reimbursement an
issue.

Cover stories and ground rests furthermore have been estab-
lished by DOB specifically directed to the problems of handling and
training BED= personnel in the military areas involved. Experience
has Ohown that unless these measures are enforced by DOB personal rep-
resentation, the security of the facilities for REDSOX training becomes
immediately threatened.

In view therefore of these conditions, use of DOB obtained
military facilities by other Agency units is limited by two factors:
the ability of DOB to supply proper supervisory personnel for the time
of use and the need to avoid official Army :procedures.

lECRET
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act. B. Page 6, pare f*
Ref. C. Page 32, pare f.

ascommendationt

Mat no firearms fasdliarisatim or training be given at
any safehouse, but that all such training be given at military in3tmll-
ations.0

Assent on Reccessendation

A dissent is made on the grounds of over .severity• The
distances involved are too great to have all forms of weapons train-
ing take plaoe at military sites and not safehousess 3uoh exercises
as dry run breathing, aiming, squeesing and maps= stripping can
take place at a safehouse with no detriment to security.

The following security precautions have however been taken
in this regards the firing of weapons by agents or case officers at
other than military sites is prohibited, and any impetus kept at safe-
houses are stored in safes and used only for the properly supervised
training of agents at areas of the safehouse installation out of sight
of safehousekeepers or ether unauthorised personnel.

SEC
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Ref. B. Page 6, pare f.
Ref. C. Page 32, pare f-l.

Recommendation:

"That all weapons other than those used by the guard force
at the DOB be stored at those military installations used for firearms
training."

Dissent on Recemmendation

As in the case of the preceding recommendation, a dissent is
registered on the basis of overseverity.

Weapons firing may take place at more than one military site
and the weapons may be used for field stripping and familiarization
purposes at safehauses. DOB Headquarters is the central point for all
DOB activities and represents the most efficient and secure place for
permanent storage of most DOB weapons. To store all of them at a mil-
itary site would require a far greater amount of vehicle trips for
transport of weapons than DOB is callable of handling. Only roving
guard is provided at a military installation.

DOB weapons are of a great variety, of a specialized nature
and consequently quite valuable. k greater need exists therefore for
tight control and security measures covering their handling and storage.
This can better be accomplished at DOB Headquarters where are located
the personnel necessary for the proper care Of these firearms and where
exists a 24 hour guard of DOB personnel. Here also can be handled more
efficiently the ordering and replacement of any defective mechanisms
or parts.

SEGRT



Refs B. Page 6, pare f.
Ref. C. Page 33, pare h-1.

Recommendations

"That eeparate files be maintained on each automobile
assigned to the DOB in order that a complete history of the security
experience with each vehicle will be available."

Dissent on Recommendation:

A dissent is made on the impracticality of this recommendation
as it is understood by SR.

An automobile cannot be handled security wise in the same
manner as a safehouee or an agent. DOB does not have sufficient vehicles
to permit the use of a vehicle on a one-time basis or for one training
unit only and cannot assign a permanent driver to each vehicle. The
identity of a vehicle likewise cannot be changed after exposure to DOB
installations or agents without excessive administrative manipulation*.

If this recommendation is interpreted to signify those security
experiences recorded with the public, such as police records, or publi-
city resulting from litigation proceedings or security flaps, DOD does
concur and is implementing the recommendation as stated.

A further security measure has been taken in regard to DOB

vehicles be arranging to license them in the state where are located
the installations at which they are norsiaLly used* This measure helps
to make the vehicles less conspicuous in the area of their normal use.
In event of security violation, registration license is changed imme-
diately.



-

Ref. B. Page 6, pars. f.
Ref. C. Page 39

Recommendation:

"That a safehouse be disposed of as soon as a dispatched
agent, who has been trained at that safehouse, reaches his target,
or whenever an agent trained at that safehouse becomes a disposal
case and is disposed of under uncontrolled conditions*"

Dissent on Recommendation

A dissent on recommendation is made on the grounds of im-
practicality. DOB rents a safehouse for no more than two years and.
disposes of it when an agent Who has been trained there is known to
have fallen into enemy hands or when the security record of the safe-
house or its former occupants indicates that any further operations
conducted there will be compromised.

Because however of sudden and unforeseeable demands for
safehouses which continue to arise, BOB cannot always dispose of a
property under the conditions recommended. Safehouses meeting BOB
requirements take several months to obtain and are difficult to find.
To follow the recommendation as stated, would unduly jeopardize the
ability of DOB to discharge the functions for which it was organized.
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. Ref. B4 Page 6, pars f.
Ref. C. Page 40

Ref C. above makes a recommendation that a letter of
reprimand be directed to a former DOB staff officer. A dissent has
been registered by Oa in memorandum to CA R R which dissent was
concurred in by CAI and accepted by I & R.
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Ref. B. Page 61 pare 1.
Ref. O. Page 42

Recommendation:

"In view of the present cover problems encountered because of
the foregoing conditions, plus the fact that personal automobiles of
DOB personnel entering the present DOB site present another security
problem, it is recommended that a change be made in the cover of the
DOB. In this regard, consideration should be given to locating the DOB
Headquarters in a government building housing components of the Army.
Such an arrangement would remove many of the security problems of the
DOB and its operations, particularly in view of the fact that the employees,
their personal automobiles, and the official vehicles would then be blended
in with other employees and vehicles of the Army installation utilized. If
such arrangements can be made, it is farther recommended that the DOB be
placed in an Army building which does not house any Army component engaged
in intelligence activities."

Dissent on Recommendation.

L. This dissent is made on the grounds that the facts and con-
clusions presented do not warrant the change recommended.

a. While it is admitted that many facets of the cover of DOB
headquarters are not ideal, it is also a fact that these deficiencies
have not resulted in identification of DOB headquarters as an Agency
installation to unauthorized persons. As long as this condition exists
the cover of DOB headquarters will be serving its main purpose.

b. This cover although only lightly backstopped has withstood
several potential security flaps in the past and is considered durable
enough to handle such future needs as can be anticipated.

c. The personal backstopping afforded to individuals has been
adequate in all instances where the individual has acted properly and
made the exact nature of his needs known ahead of time. The factor of
personal automobiles would still be present under another cover or another
location for DOB headquarters.

d. It la not considered feasible to change the DOB cover with-
out changing its location and the location will not be changed until the
present one or the condition of its cover is considered to be jeopardizing
training operations. At such time, however, as a move becomes necessary,
consideration of cover will affect the choice of a new location and vice
versa.



Ref 3. Page 6, para. g. 1

Recommendations

nThatC,	; .0-- former finance officer presently
assigeed to oth r duties at DOB, ' recalled Cm those duties and
assigned full-time to accounting for 113,277.31 still outstanding in
his name. If this accounting extends beyond a 30-day period, a status
report Shall be made to I & R.11

Dissent on Facts, Conclusions and Recommendation.

While a technical repay to this . recommendation was furnished
in Reference D, pars la, the following dissent is made to the recommend-
ation based on its over-severity, omission of fact and conclusion.

From the wording of this recommendation the inference is made
that{ 	 lhad been derelict in his duties by not properly
accounting for thWfunds charged to his name. This inference or con-
clusion is wholly erroneous and is not that believed drawn byi
at the time the audit of DOB was made. The following materi	 ot in-
cluded in the full I & R report is offered in this connection.

of the Itiet in questI
ad
, as

in fact
early as

submitted
October 1952. These

accountings for
ese Macconntings

ht/425.93,

were held by the Finance Division without audit and returned to DOB after
a six months period. It Was learned informally that the area certifying
officer felt that an audit of these accountings would be unwise until: the
ASACRS Administrative Plan had been approved.

At the time of the MAC audiAL	 ?)f the audit office
noting the previous action taken, suggested that the accountings for
It11,125.93 be returned in their existing state to the area certifying
officer for audit, despite the lack of an Administrative Plan. This
was in fact done within two weeks after the audit.

Of the balance of t1 1 851.38 for whic	 account-
able, $1,286,20 consisted of suspended accowitXfl s and 35o). was an
apparent shortage. Resubmission or write-off of the suspended accountings
was dependent on approval of the Administrative Plan and the apparent
shortage of Z565.1.8 could not be reconciled until the accountings referred
to above had been finally audited and settled.

Thus while, in a technical sense, the Finance Division had not
finally settled on its books the amounts in_ouestion, and while it is ad-
mitted that thesesRounts were charged to 	 414n name, it is
also evident thatL„	had on hie5art compli with his obliga-
tions to account. That theseirocountings had not been finally settled
was due to the action of higher authority in returning the accountings to
DOB, for holding until an ASACRE Administrative Plan had been approved.

- 13 -



Ref. B. Page 6, pare g.
Ref. C. Page 46, pars, 2.

Recommendation:

	

tt Requi	 to (a) prepare and submit proper

	

accountings thr	 August 1953 and (b) submit accountings for each
subsequent month in sufficient time to reach Finance Division by the
fifteeath . of the following month."

assent on Facts, Conclusions and Recommendation

While a technical reply to this recommendation was furnished
in Reference Ds pare 1 bs the following dissent is made to the recommend.
ation based on its over-severity, omission of fact and conclusion.

From the wording of this recommendation the inference is made
that	 -01ad not properly discharged his duties as Finance Officer
of	 The-following material not included in the full 17 & R report
is offered in this connection.

/As explained toL.	 -2),f the Audit Office at the time of
the audit of DOB, the accountinçs in Question, those for June, July
and Angnst had been prepared b y	'but had been held at DOB on
the rec ,ww,,....: tion of 	 of the Finance Div-
ision-and	 cf SR. These officers had

-11t the time of the DOB audit recommended that these
accountings be subatted, despite lack of an Administrative Plan and
despite the advice of other officers of the Finance Division and SR.
This was done within ten days.

Thus while in a technical sense the Finance Division had not
finally settlpd on its books the amounts in question, it is evident
that Li.	 as Finance Officer of DOB had complied with his oblige-
tion to accodand had been prevented from forwarding these account-
ings by higher officials.

y agreed that
it would 46 wiser o held the accountings at DOB until an Administrative
Plan was approved and thereby eliminate suspensions and reclaim vouchers.



Ref. B. Page 6, pare g. 4

Recommendation:

"That a firm policy be established and made the subject of
an internal memorandum at DOB that personal checks will not be cashed
for personnel under any circumstances."

Dissent on Recommendation

Reference E. pars 1. d. stated SR Division opinion on this
matter. The dissent is based on an error in the conclusion leading to
this recommendation.

It has been determined by SR with the concurrence of the
Audit Office that the cashing of personal Checks is feasible and is
not in contradiction with normal agency procedure.



I	 I	 I

Ref* 3. Page 6, pa

Recomeendatlem

"Apart from the audit report, it is recommended that entertain-
ment of all forme be paid from the agent's pereonal funds and contracts
with agente for the period of their training should adequately provide
for these items. This will help prevent- suspensions" min rtvis ion-y ,----ce
and keep the record clean.

Diluent an Recommendatlexl
1. This recommendation although not so stated in the I& R report

is presumably supported by the fact that vouchers for entertainment made
up the majority of suspended accountings at the time of the *edit. This
fact has apparently led to the conclusion that the solution is to handle
entertainment as stated in the recommendation. In dissents for the fol-
lowing reasons:	 -

a. The Admia Plan approved on 21 Jan 1554 gives the Chief Don
authority and responsibility for the expenditure of funds for the enter-
tainment of agents. This- provision recognises the need that exists for
entertainment funds and charges the Chief DOB with properly supervising
such expenditures.. This clause will prevent any future suspended account-
ings covering entertainment expenses.

b. A specific provision for entertainment in the agent's contract
Woad necessarily involves,. discussion with the agent at the time of con-
tracting of the how, when and there entertainment would take place * This
is not a fit subject to discuss with an agent who is being contracted for
training and dispatch into a denied area and who in any event is not going
to be allowed to decide the conditions or terms of any entertainment he may
have:darieg his training. It shoed be noted here that most of the agents
trained in 0073 are in the U.3. ”blace, and consequently . are virtual hoe-

. tages of the Agency*
c. To include. funds for entertainment in the agent's contract

would detract from the authority of the Chief DO3 and the senior ease offi-
cer over the agent trainee and give to the agent an undesirable degree , of
decision in the,- at best, difficult relationship that the Agency must main-
tain with this type of agent.

2. As a matter of practice, entertainment of all forms is being
Closely supervised and adequate safeguards have been instituted by Chief,
DOB to prevent any excessee in the future, in addition, the Admin Plan
provides for quarterly review by Se and the Office of the Comptroller
of entertainment vouchers for the purpose of furnishing policy guidance
on these matters.

•
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Aer. a. Page 7, para 1.

Recommendation:

wfhat as a matter of doctrine 'black" airdrops of agents into
denied areas be used only as a last resort as a means of entry, and
that W/t be used only for priority communications such as early warning,
compromise, etc."

Dissent on Recommendation
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Ref. B. Page 8 para m., subpara 5
-

Recommendation:

"That upon completion of training cycle, the above records
of DOB be forwarded to the appropriate SR branch and there destroyed
after a determination that the ease file is complete."

Dissent on Recommendation

The following dissent is based on the oversesierity of the
recommendation.

DOB cannot properly conduct its affairs without ready access
to the record of its past experience in training. Such records are
vitally necessary to provide continuity of methods of handling and
training and to enable DOB to profit by and correct any errors commit-
ted in the past.

No paper however directly bearing on the training of an
agent is produced in BOB which is not available to the SR branch con-
cerned and as presently regulated, the branch receives copies of all
formal ,reports written on an agent.

The publication of all papers concerning an agent training
unit is also being controlled on distribution and in filing. Upon
termination of the training of an agent, existing files on the training
unit are consolidated in one file and retired as a DOB file to RI Archives
after a 6 months period, with access to such files thereafter being limi-
ted to BOB..This assures the branch controlling the agent at the target
that the material existing at DOB after dispatch is rigidly and securely
held. All file material is also screened at the time files are consoli-
dated, in order to remove any operational information leading to the
agent's identity or target.



sena!'

Ref.	 rage 8,	 P.

.40c. mdttcn 

"That the technical recomendations Of those specialized
otriOare as to type af evipasnt3 weight of evipment to b saddled
Øn agents, -.be considered finsl in the absetee of overriding considera-
tionsl and not bc . overruletimralicilly by the branch ease_ officers."

tieeerrandati 

This following dissent is based on impracticality.

nnce the Tmstion , of egyipment to be tien by an agent on
his nission is an operational and not 4 training decisteal disagree-
ment can only be resolved by higher authority. 3R/COP mill s that
autherity for resolution of difterencos between :X• and an TA branch
as in the recamendation concerning assessments of agents, Ref. 11.3
page 63 para h.
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aer. B. Page 9, pare q.

decommendation:

"That on the completion of a tralning cycle, Commo records
be forwarded to Readquartere, those from the Commo section to Comm,
and those from WB to the appropriate branch of 3R."

• Dissent on Recommendation 

An in the ease of the recommendation concornim training
records, Ref. n., Page 8, para. m, sub-para 5, the following dissent
is based on the over-severity of the recommendation.

Upon ternination or dispatch of an agent, his commo train-
ing records will be consolidated In the appropriate training unit
file and retired to RI Archives after a 6 months period, with access
to such files thereafter being limited to I03. Copies of all commo
reports are as a matter of course furnished to the responsible branch af
31t andos appropriate, to Commo itself.
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Ref. B. Page 9, pare r.

Recommendation:

Section IX, 9, (b), 2

"That Chief, DOi be held responsible for a more efficient
use of personnel rectifying such practices as are described in this
section."

Dissent on Recommendation

The following dissent is registered to the conclusions prompt-
ing this recommendation.

The personnel practices referred to in the recommendation all
have become an operational necessity at one time or another and are only
resorted to as the most practical and secure expedient under the exist-
ing circumstances. In attempting to administer an organisation such
as DOB with its widely scattered installations, each with its awn cover
story and special security problems, the occasions will arise again when
personnel are called on to perform a task not provided in their Job
descriptions. The only alternative for instance to asking a'finance
assistant to keep the furnace going in a house temporarily vacated by a
training unit; where 4 regular housekeeper is not on duty, may possibly
be to let the pipes freeze.

Good management practices will over a period of time reduce
to a minimum any unusual demands by DOB on its personnel and it is net
the intent of this dissent to ccndene permanent mishandling of personnel.
It is rather our aim to register the unusual nature of DOB's activity
and the recurrent possibility of emergency conditions. To increase the
DOB staff to include sufficient personnel at all times to take care of
peak loads of activity would unjustifiably increase the cost of the pro-
ject to CIA and also increase the security and administrative problems
of this sensitive activity.


